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Collective is delighted to present Endling an exhibition of new work by Glasgow 
based artist Scott Rogers, developed as part of Satellites Programme 2015. 
 
Endling is a term used to describe the last remaining member of a species that will 
soon become extinct. Incorporating sculpture and text, the exhibition is the 
culmination of research developed from Scott’s interest in processes of decay, 
mutation and disappearance. The artworks focus on ideas of extinction and the 
relationships and contradictions between preservation and collapse.  
 
Central to the exhibition is a text work developed between the artist and cultural 
anthropologist Shirley Lindenbaum on the subject of kuru, a neurological disorder 
experienced by the South Fore people in Papua New Guinea. Similar to Mad Cow 
Disease and often referred to as ‘Laughing Sickness’, the disorder spread 
predominantly due to the consumption of human brain matter and was eventually 
eradicated through the introduction of western cultural practices. Concentrating on 
Shirley’s fieldwork with the South Fore people the text considers the link between the 
epidemic and cultural change, particularly in relation to colonialism.  
 
This text at once illustrates Scott’s concern with ecological or biopolitical issues and 
his approach to artistic production as ingestion, or metabolizing of information offering 
the exhibition as a site for the distribution of ideas. The use of Doves Type is significant 
in the exhibition, this font was once assumed lost but has now re-emerged, after 
fragments of the typeface  were dredged from the River Thames and digitally 
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replicated. There is also a sculpture of the now extinct Passenger Pigeon – a 1:1 replica 
– produced from examples of 19th century hunting decoys. These new works explore 
the impulse in humans to eradicate or preserve, and the values implicit in these 
processes.  
 
Scott’s exhibition Endling is part of Satellites Programme, Collective’s development 
programme for emergent artists based in Scotland. It includes four solo presentations 
by selected Scotland based artists and one project presented by an Associate 
Producer. The programme has been developed to facilitate artists at this pivotal point 
in their career through peer review, professional development, mentoring, exhibitions 
and events.  
 
Scott Rogers lives in Glasgow. He completed an MFA at the Glasgow School of Art. 
Recent solo exhibitions Include: Southern Alberta Art Gallery (Lethbridge), YYZ 
(Toronto), Glasgow Sculpture Studios, One Night Only Gallery (Oslo), and PM Galerie 
(Berlin). Recent group exhibitions include The Alberta Biennial at the Art Gallery of 
Alberta (Edmonton), Black Diamond Dust, at the Nanaimo Art Gallery, Time After Time 
at Market Gallery (Glasgow), Seeing Things for Glasgow International, and Fight! at 
Center (Berlin). Alongside Sarah Rose and Rebecca Wilcox he co-runs tenletters, a 
project space in Glasgow. 
 
Shirley Lindenbaum is a cultural anthropologist whose areas of research include the 
study of ‘Kuru’ in Papua New Guinea, cholera in Bangladesh, and AIDS in the United 
States. She is Professory Emerita at CUNY, New York.  
 
Notes to Editors  

- Collective was established in 1984 to support new and emergent artists to 
exhibit their work in Edinburgh and has been fundamental to the cultural 
vitality of Scotland. Now Collective commissions new work by artists who are 
at a pivotal stage in their development.  

- Collective is working in partnership with the City of Edinburgh Council to 
redevelop the City Observatory site on Calton Hill as the gallery's permanent 
home. Opening in 2017, this world-class complex will combine innovative art 
and iconic heritage, placing contemporary art at the heart of one of 
Edinburgh’s most popular and iconic locations. 

- Satellites Programme 2015 includes solo-exhibitions by Georgia Horgan, 
France-Lise McGurn, Scott Rogers, Hardeep Pandhal and Thomas Aitchsion.  

- For more information and images please contact Frances Stacey: 
francesstacey@collectivegallery.net or 0131 556 1264.  
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